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ABSTRACT

Defeat mechanisms are strategies for achieving victory ov
an opponent. Although defeat mechanisms often rely o
influencing the opponent psychologically and emotionall
most simulations of warfare do not model these “soft
factors, they model only victory by attrition. To create
more accurate, adaptable, and believable systems, we m
be able to model a variety of defeat mechanisms. W
propose a model where parameters and attributes that aff
emotional and physical fatigue are combined to produce
overall measure of fatigue called effective fatigue. Effectiv
fatigue, along with an agent’s state, is combined by a defe
model to produce probabilities of surrender. We crea
warfare scenarios involving catastrophe and surprise, a
then examine the model’s behavior under these scenari
We conclude with a discussion of how the model is relate
to our own Capture the Flag wargaming system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Frequently, the goal of military action involves making one’
opponent capitulate, so the study of military action include
defeat mechanisms, or strategies for achieving capitulatio
Defeat mechanisms include the element of surprise, cat
trophe, as well as victory by attrition (Clausewitz 1976, Tz
1963). Surprise means catching an agent off-guard bo
psychologically and physically, catastrophe means inflictin
significant damage in a short interval, and victory by a
trition involves persistent damage until an agent surrende
or is destroyed. One view of defeat is that the warrior ha
a limited supply of psychological and physical resource
and that defeat occurs when these resources are used
Courage, for example, is considered by Lord Moran to b
a “a moral quality” that is spent over time (Moran 1945)
While grinding attrition undoubtedly depletes a warrior’s
psychological resources, other defeat mechanisms mig
bring about capitulation more quickly. However, it is dif-
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ficult to empirically evaluate various defeat mechanism
and combinations of defeat mechanisms, because mod
wargaming systems model only victory by attrition (Zimm
1999). While military theorists design maneuvers explicit
to affect the psychological state of their opponents, they la
the simulation tools to evaluate these effects. A wargami
system that accurately models factors of fatigue, and th
effect on an agent’s probability of surrender is more acc
rate, in a predictive and explanatory sense, than one t
does not.

We have developed a wargame simulator called Capt
the Flag (CtF). Using CtF (see Figure 1), we can pred
and explain courses of action (COA) in war. We hav
recently added fatigue and defeat models to CtF there
increasing the accuracy of our simulator, creating mo
adaptive behavior in planning for defeat, and allowing u
to better explain battles and their outcomes.

There is little research in the area of modeling fatigu
and defeat in military warfare, and much of it is inconclusiv
(Hudlicka and Billingsley 1999). In this paper, we propos
abstract models for fatigue and defeat. We identify meas
able parameters that affect physical and emotional fatig
such as attrition and the proximity of opposing troops. O
fatigue model combines these parameters along with ot
attributes such as fear and courage to produce an ov
all measure of fatigue called effective fatigue. Our defe
model combines effective fatigue with an agent’s state
compute a probability of surrender.

2 MODELING FATIGUE

In our system, we do not try to simulate psychological o
physiological processes in individual warriors, but instea
we model the collective fatigue of a unit (e.g., a battalio
as a weighted sum of factors thatinfluencefatigue. Fatigue
is a function of its physical, emotional, and personal com
ponents. Physical fatigue can be thought of as a deplet
of energy or mass, while emotional fatigue summarizes t
3
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Figure 1: The Capture the Flag Wargame Sim-
ulator

effects of sensations such as fear, courage, aggression,
morale. Personal components are traits inherent to age
for example, an agent’s warfare style may designate tha
always fights to the finish or is quick to surrender.

Personal traits and factors influencing physical fatigu
are often directly observable (e.g., warfare style, hou
without sleep, attrition, length of current battle, etc.). I
contrast, factors affecting emotional fatigue are difficult t
measure directly.

Our fatigue model consists of parameters, which a
directly measurable quantities, and attributes, which are n
directly measurable. The values of parameters are supp
directly to the model via the person building it, or throug
values present in an external system, while attributes a
variable and are influenced by other attributes and parame
in the model. Effective fatigue is a combination of paramet
and attribute values. Later, in Section 3.1, we will sho
how effective fatigue is combined with information about a
agent’sstateto produce an overall probability of surrender

2.1 The Abstract Fatigue Model

Figure 2 represents our abstract fatigue model. Forma
the model is a four-tupleFM =< P,A, Fe, α > where:

• P =< p0, p1, . . . , pn−1 > = a vector of parame-
ters

• A =< a0, a1, . . . , am−1 > = a vector of attributes
• Fe = effective fatigue
934
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• α =< α0, α1, . . . , αq−1 > = a vector of influence
arcs

Wargaming System

parameter parameter attribute attribute

Effective Fatigue

Defeat Model

Figure 2: The Abstract Fatigue Model

Parameters and attributes are connected to effective f
tigue through arcs, which represent influence. Each a
αi =< n0, n1, ψ > is a three-tuple consisting of a from-
node (n0), a to-node (n1), and an influence function (ψ).
The influence functionψ allows us to control the effect,
or influence, parameters and attributes have on effective f
tigue. We allow outward-pointing arcs (feed-forward arcs
from parameters and attributes to effective fatigue, but con
versely, inward-pointing arcs (feed-back arcs) are directe
at attributes only.

Zimm (1999) justifies the feedback arcs, noting:

• destruction causes panic and paralysis; and
• panic and paralysis facilitates destruction.

Moreover, since attribute values are not directly measu
able, our modeling language provides means for calculatin
those values as combinations of measurable quantities (i.
parameters). Detailed discussion and concrete examp
will follow in Section 4.

3 THE DEFEAT MODEL

A defeat model contains a base probability of surrender,
set of states, rules for specifying when state transitions a
made, and functions that specify how the current probabilit
of surrender is computed based on the time spent in th
current state.

Every defeat model has an initial base probability o
surrender. This base probability is purely a function o
effective fatigue. In addition, modelers may define othe
states. These additional states modify the initial probabilit
to produce an agent’s final probability of surrender.

The defeat model’s estimation of an agent’s proba
bility of surrender is based heavily on an agent’s cur
rent state in war. For example we may occupy a
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PreparedForBattle state, that indicates we are cur-
rently not in, but prepared for, battle. Each state is comprise
of sub-states. This removes the complexity of war, by de
composing situations into identifiable units. For example
the PreparedForBattle state may be comprised of
Prepared and NotInBattle sub-states. Collectively,
sub-states describe an agent’s current situation in war. Ea
state combines its sub-states to compute an agent’s ove
probability of surrender.

3.1 Defeat Model States

Formally, a state is a three-tupleSi =< ω, CSi , λ > where:

• ω = a set of sub-states.
• CSi = a set of criteria for transitioning into state

Si .
• λi = λi(ω) = the probability of surrender for state

Si = a combination function over our set of sub-
statesω.

Each sub-stateωi is composed of a modifier functionρ
and a set of criteria,Cωi , for state transition. For example,
the InBattle sub-state in Figure 3 states that we are i
battle when we were not in battle and suddenly incur damag
or when an opponent is 5 units of distance away from u
The functionρ denotes how long we have occupied the
sub-stateωi . It is also used by the combination functionλi
to modify the overall probability of surrender. For example
in Figure 3, we see that theInBattle modifier increases
the probability of surrender at the start of a battle, but ove
time, decreases its influence.
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Figure 3: A PossibleInBattle Sub-state

CSi is the union of transition criteriaCωi , for every
sub-stateωi .

λi is the combination function. It provides a means o
computing an overall probability of surrender based on ou
set of sub-statesω and the base probability of surrenderB.

For example, Figure 4 illustrates one possible comb
nation function. Givenn sub-states, we arbitrarily order
them ω1, . . . , ωn. First, ω1 calculates its modifier value
935
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by computing,λ1(ρ1(t1),B), wheret1 is the time we have
occupied stateω1 andB is our base probability of surrender.
Next ω2 computes it’s modifier value based onρ2 andλ1.
We continue this process until we reach sub-stateωn, where
λn denotes the agent’s final probability of surrender.

SUB-STATE 1 1)
λ1 =  λ1(Β,ρ1)

SUB-STATE 2 (ω2)
λ2 = λ2(λ1,ρ2)

SUB-STATE n (ωn)
λn = λn(λn-1,ρn)

Base Probability of Surrender

Β = P(Surrender | Effective Fatigue)

(ω

Figure 4: A Possible Combination of Sub-states

4 MODELING CATASTROPHE AND SURPRISE

In this section, we create example fatigue and defeat mode
and view the effects of catastrophe and surprise scenari
on the model. We also analyze and examine the overa
behavior of the fatigue and defeat models.

4.1 An Example Fatigue Model Instance

Each warfare system is different. To make the mode
accurate, the designer of the wargame system must answ
questions such as “What levels of fatigue are high?” an
“How much damage is usually incurred during a given
period of time?”

Figure 5 represents an instance of our fatigue mode
FM. In our warfare system, 450 units of effective fatigue
is high and, in battle, 10 units of damage per tick is typical
That is, when an agent’s effective fatigue level reaches 45
units of damage, we should start seeing significant increas
in its respective probability of surrender. It is worth noting
that each agent in our system is representative of a battalio
or brigade. Hence, for our purposes, the effect of eac
catastrophe and surprise scenario is not measured on
individual level, but at a higher resolution.
FM consists of four attributes and two parameters (se

Table 1). Each attributeai and parameterpi has value in
the open interval(0, 1), except forattrition which has value
in the open interval(0,+∞).

Courage represents an agent’s spirit and tenacity. W
define acourage = 0 as feeling extremely courageous and
acourage = 1 as a total lack of courage, or even a state o
frenzy. Moran (1945) suggests courage may help in battle
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Figure 5: An Instance of the Fatigue Model

Table 1: Our Fatigue ModelAttributes and
Parameters

name type symbol
courage attribute acourage

fear attribute af ear
health attribute ahealth
morale attribute amorale

warfare style parameter pstyle
attrition parameter pattrition

thus our arc is weighted on the interval(−10, 10). Note
that negative weight values allowacourage to lower effective
fatigue.

Health represents an agent’s level of sickness. We defin
ahealth = 0 to be completely healthy, andahealth = 1 to
be deathly ill. We model health as an attribute becaus
an agent’s level of sickness is difficult to measure directly
Note that health is different from attrition, but can both
influence and be influenced by attrition indirectly, through
effective fatigue. Our feedforward arc uses a simple functio
f (x) = 30x to account for the effect of health on effective
fatigue. Essentially then, we can view our feedforward ar
as having weight 30∗ ahealth.

Morale represents an agent’s level of confidence, en
thusiasm and sense of purpose. We sayamorale = 0 means
morale is high, andamorale = 1 indicates morale is low.
The feedforward arc has weight(60∗ ahealth) − 30. That
is, amorale is mapped into the open interval(−30, 30).

Fear represents an agent’s level of trepidation. We sa
a unit is feeling no fear whenaf ear = 0 and filled with
936
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fear whenaf ear = 1. Fear has an associated arc weight o
40 units.

Warfare style characterizes a bias in battle style inheren
to an agent or group of agents. We say thatpstyle = 0
meansunder no circumstancewill a unit surrender, and
that pstyle = 1 meansunder most circumstancesa unit
will surrender. To model this correctly, we attach some
parabolic function (sayf (x) = 5000(x − .5)2), that allows
us to create overwhelming influences on effective fatigue
For example, if an agent’s warfare style is to surrende
quickly and easily, our arc will produce negative weights
that consume all other influences. That is, the arc weigh
value is so low, that all other attribute and parameter effect
on effective fatigue are rendered meaningless.

Attrition alone comprises this model’s representation
of physical fatigue. An agent’s attrition level (i.e. combat
attrition) is provided directly from the wargame system.
That is, after every tickt , the system updatespattrition (via
the incoming arc) to reflect an agent’s current damage leve

While we want to propagate the actual value of attrition
forward to effective fatigue, we are also interested in its rat
of change. The rate of change of attrition helps indicate
when significant changes in battle occur. For example,
high rate of change in attrition may indicate a catastrophe
while a sharp decrease may indicate medical relief.

We map rates of change into the interval(−40, 40).
When rates of change are positive, a higher value from ou
interval is added to attrition. When rates of change are
negative, a lower value from our interval is subtracted from
attrition. No rate of change in attrition maps to 0 in the
interval.

Effective fatigue has four arcs, providing feedback to the
morale, fear, health, and courage attributes. Each arc has
associated function which first finds the discrete derivative o
effective fatigue over one time unit, and maps that derivative
to a multiplierm, where 0< m < 2. Each valuevi in
attributeai is then set tom∗ai . The discrete derivative allows
us to model significant increases or decreases in effectiv
fatigue, and in turn, provide corresponding feedback to
the attributes. We don’t model rate of change on arc
from attributes to effective fatigue because the feedbac
mechanism indirectly provides such a measure.

It is also worth noting that the effective fatigue value for
time t is computed by simply summing the values returned
by each of its feedback arcs.

4.2 An Example Defeat Model Instance

Our defeat modelDM has a simple base probability of
surrender function based on the exponential distribution:

B(Fe) = αλe−λ(β−Fe) = 40∗ .0125e−.0125(450−Fe) (1)
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Equation 1 is depicted in Figure 6.β determines where the
mean (α∗ λ) of the distribution will occur. Changing the
α and λ values affects the convexness of the exponen
arc. In the beginning of Section 4 we noted that 450 un
of effective fatigue is significant in our system. Because
this, we choseβ = 450.
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Figure 6: The Base Probability of Surrender

Our defeat model,DM, contains four states:

• Prepared/InBattle
• Unprepared/NotInBattle
• Prepared/NotInBattle
• Unprepared/InBattle

composed of four sub-states:

• Prepared
• Unprepared
• InBattle
• NotInBattle

Prepared denotes the state of being prepared f
battle. Unprepared denotes the state of being unprepar
for battle. Both states use their respective modifier a
combination functions to respectively decrease and incre
the input probability distribution by a some percentage.

InBattle denotes the state of currently being i
battle andNotInBattle denotes the state of currentl
not being in battle. TheBattle modifier use a variant
of the exponential distribution to produce higher modifi
values at the beginning of battle. TheNotInBattle
modifier uses the identity function to leave the incomin
probability of surrender unchanged.

4.3 Catastrophe and Surprise

Catastrophe and surprise are two unique defeat mechan
used in warfare. Catastrophe relies heavily upon inflicti
massive physical damage on an agent in a relatively sh
period of time. In contrast, surprise is more psychologic
in nature. It seeks to catch an agent physically and em
937
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tionally off-guard in order to promote surrender quickly an
effectively.

We created a wargame system that models an age
level of attrition over time. Using our system, we simulate
normal combat, catastrophe and surprise scenarios. Th
scenarios were created through changes in an agent’s l
of attrition over time. We created instances of the examp
fatigue and defeat models given in Sections 4.1 and 4
and, after each tick of the simulation, provided the agen
current level of attrition to the model. We then recorde
the agent’s probability of surrender for each respective tim
frame.

4.3.1 Catastrophe

Figure 7 depicts three scenarios in which catastrophe
curs at the beginning (Cbeginning), middle (Cmiddle), and
end (Cend ) of the battle respectively. The x-axis denote
time, which in this case, corresponds to ticks of the sim
lator. The y-axis corresponds to an agent’s probability
surrender at any given tick. These catastrophe scena
only transition between thePrepared/NotInBattle
and Prepared/InBattle states.
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Catastrophe at Middle of Battle

Catastrophe at End of Battle
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Figure 7: Attrition Level for Catastrophe Scenarios

Figure 8 depicts the respective probabilities of surrend
for each catastrophe scenario. We see that in each c
when a catastrophe occurs, the probability of surrend
significantly increases.

Cbeginning contains a sharp increase in surrender becau
the catastrophe is significant and it occurs at the beginn
of a battle when the probability of surrender is higher. A
soon as the battle begins though, it ends, thus the sh
decrease in probability of surrender. This sudden drop
probably too dramatic. It may be useful to introduce a
intermediate stateBattleOver betweenInBattle and
NotInBattle that prolongs the effects of a complete
battle over some time period. Later, at around tick 3
we see another small catastrophe, and correspondingly
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Figure 8: Probability of Surrender for Catastro-
phe Scenarios

increase in the probability of surrender. The increase
probability of surrender is fairly high considering only th
small catastrophe, however the cataclysm increased
damage to significant levels.

Cmiddle contains a medium-grade catastrophe duri
the middle of a battle. The calamity occurs after a stea
constant increase in attrition, and hence the correspond
increase in probability of surrender is also somewhat m
grade. Notice that the probability of surrender, up to th
point of the disaster, is extremely small and constant. T
behavior seems fitting as the rate of change in attriti
levels is constant, and moreover, those attrition levels
relatively low.

Cend contains three small catastrophes in success
during the final 20 ticks. It appears the first two catastroph
only slightly increase the probability of surrender. This
justified by a number of factors. First, the catastroph
occurred at times when attrition was increasing. Next, t
attrition levels were not at significant levels to propaga
higher surrender probabilities, and finally, the catastroph
were fairly insignificant. The final catastrophe increas
attrition to a significant level and hence, the dramatic i
crease in the corresponding probability of surrender. O
interesting behavior is the sharp lowering of the surrend
probability near the end of the battle. This sudden dr
seems wrong. A new intermediate state afterBattle may
improve the model’s behavior.

There has been a significant amount of work done
depicting catastrophe through smooth functions. Bifurcati
theory attempts to fit a smooth function along with a consta
factor to a time-series. Through small changes in the const
factor, discontinuities occur in the smooth function, hen
reflecting catastrophe (Casti 1989). Thus, bifurcation theo
may help indicate if our model behaves correctly und
catastrophe.

Using the probability of surrender time-seriesCend , we
can easily fit the the smooth functionα∗ex to the curve using
93
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extremely low constant values (on the order of 6.0∗10−25)
for α (similar curve fittings are possible forCbeginning and
Cmiddle). Of course, the sudden drops in the probability
of surrender would indicate a positive catastrophic event.
Clearly, in our scenarios, this is not the case.

4.3.2 Surprise

Figure 9 represents the attrition level for the surprise sce-
narios. The scenarios are identical, hence, only the one
curve in Figure 9, except in one scenario, the agent is al-
ways prepared for battle, while in the other, the agent is
always unprepared. This scenario contains steady increase
in attrition over time, not unlike a typical battle.
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Figure 9: Attrition Level for Surprise Scenarios

Figure 10 represents the probability of surrender asso-
ciated with the given scenarios. Note the minor differences
in the probability of surrender during the first state change.
This minor escalation is due to low levels of attrition. In
contrast though, as attrition begins to rise at tick 30 follow-
ing a state change, we see a sudden large influence in th
associated probability of surrender. Due to a high and con-
sistently increasing attrition level, this increased probability
of surrender is easily justified.

5 DISCUSSION

We tested the model on catastrophe and surprise scenario
The catastrophe scenarios reflected a significant increase i
an agent’s attrition over a short period of time. The sur-
prise scenarios used identical attrition values, but designate
different states for the agent. Under both test scenarios
the model’s behavior was fairly believable. The one caveat
occurred soon after catastrophes occurred, with sudden, dra
matic drops in the probability of surrender. That is, the
model behaves well when catastrophe first occurs, but is
a bit more unpredictable and sporadic after such calami-
ties. Finding the proper balance of states and probability
modifiers is certainly an area worth further investigation.
8
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Figure 10: Probability of Surrender for Surprise
Scenario

6 FUTURE WORK

For some time now, the Experimental Knowledge System
Laboratory has been developing tools for simulating physic
abstractly, for planning in dynamic, real-time environments
and for hierarchical agent control (Atkin et al. 1998, Atkin
and Cohen 1998, Atkin et al. 2000). This work has
led to the creation of a warfare simulator called Captur
the Flag. Capture the Flag, like other warfare simulator
uses a lanchester-based attrition model and suffers fro
the “attrition paradigm.” We have recently incorporated
the fatigue and defeat models into Capture the Flag.
will now be possible to further explore the dynamics o
battle, comparing warfare simulations that incorporate defe
mechanisms with those that do not.
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